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Preface

Many students approach a first course on social research with anxiety and trepidation. Some of them associate the course with mathematics and statistics, which they may have had an unpleasant experience with; some may have struggled in natural science courses that used experiments; and some do not know what to expect from a course in social research and believe it is beyond them and only for advanced, very smart scholars. Many students delay taking the required “methods” course until the last semester of their degree—although the course is often meant to be taken in the second year of study. Indeed, courses in research methods often carry the unfortunate reputation that they are difficult or boring. As university professors who have considerable experience teaching these courses, the authors are well aware of the inherent challenges of convincing students that the study of methods can be enjoyable!

Basics of Social Research introduces you to social research and presents “what researchers do and why” in a nonthreatening manner that captures both the excitement and the importance of doing “real” research. Once you overcome any anxiety and recognize what research is actually about, you will probably find it fascinating. A course in social research methodology differs from most other social science courses. Most courses examine content topics such as inequality, crime, racial divisions, gender relations, urban society, and so forth. A methodology course is relevant, as it prepares you to think more systematically about content and also reveals how content findings are created. That is, this social research method teaches you how the knowledge in social sciences comes into being.

This book aims to make the information it presents easy to understand and accessible, but that does not mean that it is simplistic. Indeed, proper research is a serious activity, and often how well a study was conducted can have real consequences on many outcomes, including how policies and laws are put in place. An underlying goal of this book is to show you how social research has very real applications in real life—it is not just a topic you are forced to learn for your degree requirements. It is something that you can take with you as a skill and be critical of what the media are telling you about results from the “latest poll.” Just as the actual daily work of a nurse, social worker, police officer, teacher, physician, or counsellor often involves serious issues that have real implications for people’s lives, so does social research.

Basics of Social Research has three goals. First, it seeks to show you that social research is simultaneously an important enterprise and one that is not beyond you—you can understand it. And it can even be interesting and fun. Second, it uses many examples from “real research” in published Canadian studies to show you the origins of the findings and information found in textbooks or in the media. Finally, it gives you a foundation for further learning about research and shows you that this activity requires dedication, creativity, and mature judgment.

This book is a shortened version of a larger, in-depth textbook on social research that one of the authors (Neuman) first wrote about 20 years ago and that has been updated many times since then. It was written to provide an uncomplicated introduction to social research for students with a limited background in research.

Like most written works, this book, too, reflects its authors. From the beginning, we have been firmly committed to the value of both quantitative and qualitative approaches to research. We believe that each approach offers a distinct as well as a complementary perspective to understanding the social world and that both approaches are equally important and necessary.

NEW IN THE THIRD CANADIAN EDITION

This new edition has been thoroughly updated and revised for the Canadian market. Key revisions to the content include the following:

- Updated Canadian information and examples throughout
- More detailed content on the components of social theory and the introduction of newer types of social theory (Chapter 3)
- New content on the importance of proper source citation and the steps to proper paraphrasing of research literature (Chapter 4)
- More detailed and simplified explanation of the standard deviation and its applications (Chapter 11)
- Expanded content on the steps of how to do a discourse analysis (Chapter 14)
- A new appendix entitled “Doing a Research Project” provides students with the skills and tools needed to design, complete, and write up a research project.

There are a number of new features that help make the text more student-friendly:

- Learning objectives listed at the start of each chapter
- Chapter summaries at the end of each chapter
STUDENT SUPPLEMENTS

MySearchLab with eText (www.mysearchlab.com) A passcode-protected website that provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, MySearchLab contains an eText that is just like the printed text. Students can highlight and add notes to the eText online or download it to an iPad or Android tablet. MySearchLab also offers self-grading practice quizzes, discipline-specific media and readings, access to a variety of academic journals, and Associated Press news feeds, along with a wide range of writing, grammar, and research tools to help hone writing and research skills.

CourseSmart for Students CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access to the textbooks and course materials you need at an average savings of 60 percent. With instant access from any computer and the ability to search your text, you’ll find the content you need quickly, no matter where you are. And with online tools like highlighting and note-taking, you can save time and study efficiently. See all the benefits at www.coursesmart.com/students.

INSTRUCTOR SUPPLEMENTS

The following instructor supplements are available for download from a password-protected section of Pearson Canada’s online catalogue (www.pearsoned.ca/highered). Navigate to your book’s catalogue page to view a list of supplements that are available. See your local sales representative for details and access.

- Instructor’s Manual: This manual includes chapter-by-chapter learning objectives and classifies the test bank questions by topic, objective, and skill.
- Test Item File: This test bank in Microsoft Word includes approximately 800 questions, including essay, multiple-choice, and definition questions. These questions are also available in MyTest format (see below).
- Image Library: All the figures in the text are provided in electronic format, for use in PowerPoint slides, handouts, or other presentations.

MyTest MyTest from Pearson Canada is a powerful assessment-generation program that helps instructors easily create and print quizzes, tests, exams, as well as homework or practice handouts. Questions and tests can all be authored online, allowing instructors ultimate flexibility and the ability to efficiently manage assessments at anytime, from anywhere. MyTest for Basics of Social Research, Third Canadian Edition, includes approximately 800 questions in essay, multiple-choice, and definition formats.

Technology Specialists Pearson’s Technology Specialists work with faculty and campus course designers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course materials are tailored to meet your specific needs. This highly qualified team is dedicated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational resources by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats. Your local Pearson Canada sales representative can provide you with more details on this service program.

CourseSmart for Instructors CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access to textbooks and course materials at a lower cost for students. And even as students save money, you can save time and hassle with a digital eTextbook that allows you to search for the most relevant content at the very moment you need it. Whether it’s evaluating textbooks or creating lecture notes to help students with difficult concepts, CourseSmart can make life a little easier. Find out how when you visit www.coursesmart.com/instructors.

Pearson Custom Library For enrollments of at least 25 students, you can create your own textbook by choosing the chapters that best suit your own course needs. To begin building your custom text, visit www.pearsoncustomlibrary.com. You may also work with a dedicated Pearson Custom editor to create your ideal text—publishing your own original content or mixing and matching Pearson content. Contact your local Pearson Representative to get started.

peerScholar Firmly grounded in published research, peerScholar is a powerful online pedagogical tool that helps develop your students’ critical and creative thinking skills. peerScholar facilitates this through the process of creation, evaluation and reflection. Working in stages, students begin by submitting a written assignment. peerScholar then circulates their work for others to review, a process that can be anonymous or not depending on your preference. Students receive peer feedback and evaluations immediately, reinforcing their learning and driving the development of higher-order thinking skills. Students can then resubmit revised work, again depending on your preference. Contact your Pearson Representative to learn more about peerScholar and the research behind it.
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